Oxygen ionic transport in conducting ceramics is an important mechanism enabling solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) technology. The multi-physicochemical processes lead to the fact that the distribution of oxygen vacancy site fraction is not uniform in positive-electrode electrolyte negative-electrode (PEN) assembly. Different oxygen vacancy concentration induces different volumetric expansion of ceramics, resulting in complicated chemical-mechanical coupling phenomenon and chemical stress in SOFCs. In this research, a mathematical model is developed to study oxygen ionic transport induced chemical stress in an SOFC. The model is validated using experimental polarization curves. Comprehensive simulations are performed to investigate chemical stress distribution in the PEN assembly under different operating conditions and design parameters as well as mechanical constraints. Principal stress analysis is employed to identify the weakest zones in the cell. The Weibull approach is utilized to analyze failure probability of each components and the elastic energy stored in the cathode layer is employed to evaluate potential delamination failure at cathode/electrolyte interface. The paper for the first time builds a chemical-mechanical coupling model at a cell level and is an important module complementary to the state-of-the-art electrochemical-thermal-mechanical model of SOFCs.
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Introduction
Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) has been well demonstrated as a promising clean energy conversion technology that converts the chemical energy of fuels into electricity directly 1 . To commercially utilize this technology, the SOFC material system should have not only very good electrochemical performance for high energy conversion efficiency but also long term stability. It is well known that the SOFCs are operated under very aggressive conditions, e.g., high temperatures (600-800 o C) and extremely low oxygen partial pressures (anode electrode). These operating conditions could lead to a variety of degradations, which impose great challenges on meeting the lifetime requirement of SOFCs. There have been significant efforts toward the investigations of SOFC degradation mechanisms, including interface stability 2 , redox stability 3-5 , material phase stability under different temperatures and gas environment 6, 7 , microstructure/micro-morphology stability 8, 9 , and mechanical stability [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Among these degradation mechanisms, the mechanical instability is a major degradation mechanism limiting the industrial development of SOFCs 15, 16 .
The basic structure of SOFCs is the positiveelectrode/electrolyte/negative-electrode (PEN) tri-layer assembly. Because the materials are different from one layer to another, the thermal stress occurs at elevated temperatures due to thermal expansion mismatch. In open literature, the thermal stress issues in SOFCs have been studied extensively using modeling approach. Kim et al. studied thermal stress of functionally graded SOFCs with assumed temperature distributions 17 . Liu et al. investigated the thermal stress at electrode/electrolyte interface, upon which lifetime of SOFCs was predicted under assumed thermal cycling conditions 12 .
Since the thermal stress is dependent on the temperature distribution across SOFC structure, the multi-physics electrochemical model is usually needed to determine the temperature distribution, upon which thermal stress is calculated. Clague et al. analyzed thermal stress of anodesupported SOFC under duty cycles using the temperature distribution predicted by computational fluid dynamics model 18 . Peksen et al. performed the transient thermal-mechanical analysis for an SOFC short stack using the similar approach 19 . Khaleel et al. carried out stack thermal stress analysis using the temperature profile calculated from the coupled electrochemistry, thermal and flow analysis 20 . All of these represent significant progress toward thermal stress analysis of SOFC structures.
The materials of SOFCs have the capability to take and/or release oxygen depending on the equilibrium state between the bulk ceramics and the surrounding atmosphere, which in turn leads to the volumetric change of bulk ceramics, termed chemical expansion. In this respect, extensive experiments have been carried out to elucidate the relations between oxygen deficit in ceramics and surrounding oxygen partial pressure and temperature as well as chemical expansion, such as Adler et al. 21 and Wachsman group 22, 23 . These studies only considered chemical expansion of bulk ceramics under non-stoichiometric conditions. The materials of SOFCs also have the ability to transport oxygen ions through vacancy defects. The complicated multi-physicochemical processes in SOFCs could lead to the fact that the distribution of oxygen vacancy concentration is not uniform within the bulk materials of electrolyte and electrodes. The non-uniform oxygen vacancy concentration distribution would cause different volumetric expansions in different locations within bulk materials, resulting in a complicated chemical-mechanical coupling phenomenon and chemical stress. Compared to the study of thermal stress in SOFCs, the chemical stress study is still at very early stages. Atkinson studied the chemically-induced stresses in gadolinium doped ceria (GDC) electrolyte through measuring the deformation of electrolyte 24 . Krishnamurohy and Sheldon developed a model to study the chemical stress occurred in the 1-D electrolyte of GDC subjected to oxygen potential gradient 25 . Swaminathan at al. developed a model framework to study the chemical stress of a GDC planar electrolyte with different oxygen partial pressures on both sides 26, 27 . Yakabe et al. modeled the chemical stress in a plate of doped lanthanum chromite with either surface of the plate exposed to the fuel and air respectively 28 . Terada et al. developed a 1-D model to study electro-chemical-mechanical coupling behavior of PEN structure without considering complicated multi-physics transport processes in SOFCs 29 . We recently developed a micro-model to study the chemical and thermal stresses at cathode/electrolyte interface 30 . These results represent significant progresses toward the understanding of chemical-mechanical coupling phenomenon in a component of SOFCs. However, practical SOFCs involve very complicated multi-physicochemical processes particularly in porous electrodes. This could generate complicated oxygen potential gradients and electrical field. In addition, the individual component is mechanically constrained by PEN structure assembly in SOFCs. Accordingly the chemical stress in an SOFC setting would be very complicated and the corresponding chemical-mechanical coupling is not well understood.
The objective of this research is to develop an innovative model to study chemical-mechanical coupling phenomenon in an SOFC. The model considers the chemical stress in PEN structure of a button cell induced by complicated multiphysicochemical processes. Based upon chemical stress calculation, the reliability of PEN structure is evaluated and correlated to different operating conditions and design parameters as well as mechanical constraints. To our best knowledge, this is the first model of chemical-mechanical coupling under multi-physicochemical processes at a cell level and is an important module complementary to the state-of-theart electrochemical-thermal-mechanical modeling for SOFCs.
Description of mathematical model
SOFCs involve very complicated multi-physicochemical processes, such as reactant/product gas diffusion in porous electrodes, electrical oxidation of fuel in the anode, oxygen reduction reaction in the cathode, oxygen exchange at electrode surface, and ion transport through oxygen vacancies in solid matrix of PEN structure, as well as ionic transport induced chemical expansion of PEN structure. In the following sections, the corresponding mathematical equations will be described in details.
Charge transport process in conducting ceramic solid phases
The driving force for charge transport in a solid solution is the gradient of electrochemical potential. The electrochemical potential of a defect species in an ideal solid solution is represented by 26, 27, 31 ,
where ߤ is the electrochemical potential of species j; R the gas constant; T the temperature; ‫ݔ‬ the molar fraction of species j; ‫ݖ‬ the effective charge of species j; F the Faraday's constant;
߶ the electrical field due to externally applied potential and/or non-uniform distribution of charged species; and ߬ is the stress-dependent part of the electrochemical potential. For isotropic elastic solids, the ߬ is given by 31 ,
where ߚ is the chemical expansion coefficient due to species j; ߪ is the stress tensor;
The chemical expansion coefficient due to species j is defined as 22 
where ܸ is the molar volume of species j in the stress-free solid with concentration of ܿ ; ܸ is the molar volume of species j in the stress-free solid with stoichiometric defect concentration of ܿ .
According to non-equilibrium thermodynamics, the current density of a charged species in a solid solution driven by an electrochemical potential can be expressed as 26 ,
where ‫ܦ‬ ൌ ܴܶ݉ is the diffusion coefficient of species j; ݉ is the mobility of species j; c j is the concentration of diffusion component, e.g., oxygen vacancy, electron, or hole. Substitution of equation (1) into (4) gives,
Clearly, the diffusion of mobile defects in a solid solution is driven by the gradients of mobile species concentration and stress as well as electrical field.
Under steady state conditions, ‫‬ • ‫ܬ‬ ൌ ܳ , substituting equation (5), we have,
where ܳ is the source term of species j.
The equation (6) is applied for the transport of both oxygen vacancy and electron or hole. Since electron or hole is much smaller than oxygen vacancy, the flux of electron or hole induced by stress gradient is generally neglected. Accordingly the second term in the left side of equation (6) is neglected for electron or hole transport process. One essential requirement is that the charge neutrality should be maintained for bulk solid solution, i.e., ∑ ‫ݖ‬ ܿ ൌ 0
The equations of (6) and (7) are used to describe the transport process of charged species in a solid solution.
Surface electrochemical reactions
The electrochemical reactions in the electrodes are strongly dependent on the electrode materials. Without loss of generality, we assume that the cathode material is a mixed ionic and electronic conducting (MIEC) ceramics while the anode material is the composite of nickel and electrolyte material.
Electrochemical reactions in MIEC cathode
With MIEC ceramic as the cathode material, the active sites for oxygen reduction reaction are extended to the entire MIEC/gas interface. The oxygen molecule first is adsorbed onto the material surface. The adsorbed oxygen then is incorporated into an oxygen vacancy in MIEC material matrix. Using the Kroger-Vink notation, these two steps can be represented as,
where ܸ ை ሷ is an oxygen vacancy, ܱ ௗ௦ ᇱ is an adsorbed oxygen, ݄ • is an electron hole, and s is an empty adsorption site on the surface of the MIEC. When the surface polarization is taken into account, the rate equations for these reactions can be represented as 32, 33 :
where c v and c h are the concentrations of oxygen vacancies and holes, respectively, taken at the MIEC surface; the r 0 terms are exchange rate constants; the θ is the site fraction of absorbates; the α terms are transfer coefficients; and ∆߯ ௌ is the difference between the electrostatic potential drop across the surface and its equilibrium value. The subscript 0 denotes the equilibrium value. It is generally recognized that the oxygen incorporation step is a rate-limiting step 34 ; therefore the surface adsorption reaction of (8) can be treated as in equilibrium. In this situation, there is no need to find the accurate value for ‫ݎ‬ ଵ ; further the concentration of adsorbates on the MIEC surface should be close to equilibrium, i.e., ∆߯ ௌ ൎ 0. Accordingly the equation (11) can be simplified. The calculated reaction rate ‫ݎ‬ ଶ determines the magnitude of source term in Equation (6).
Electrochemical reaction at the cathode/electrolyte interface
At the cathode/electrolyte interface, two different materials are bonded together through sintering process. It is recognized that the vacancy transport from the electrolyte to the cathode is an electrochemical reaction 33 . The reaction rate can be represented as,
where the c v is the oxygen vacancy concentration at the interface; η ୡ is the change of electrostatic potential across the electrolyte/cathode interface. Compared to the oxygen incorporation step on the MIEC surface, the vacancy transport process across the cathode/electrolyte interface is not ratelimiting.
Electrochemical reactions in the anode
The widely used anode material is nickel-electrolyte composite.
In nickel cermet composite, the electrochemical reaction takes place at the triple phase boundaries, where the gas phase (hydrogen) and electronic conducting phase (Ni) as well as ionic conducting phase (electrolyte material) meet together. The reaction rate related current density is represented using Butler-Volmer equation,
where, i 0,a is the exchange current density of the anode at equilibrium; ‫ݔ‬ ு మ ை and ‫ݔ‬ ு మ ை are the molar fraction of steam and hydrogen respectively; c t the total concentration of species; and ܿ ு మ ை, , ܿ ு మ , are the reference concentration of steam and hydrogen respectively; and η the overvoltage. The overvoltage is defined as, ɳ ൌ ߶ െ ߶ െ ∆߶ , here ∆߶ is the equilibrium potential difference. Although the ionic transport is dominant in electrolyte materials, the electronic transport could also be involved especially for intermediate temperature electrolyte materials e.g., doped ceria. As a result, the electrochemical oxidation of hydrogen could also take place on the surface of electrolyte material in porous anode. The reaction can be represented as,
Similar to the surface reaction of MIECs, the reaction rate can be calculated as, (15) here similar to MIECs, the surface overpotential Δ߯ ௦ is assumed to be 0.
Gas species transport in porous electrodes
The electrochemical reactions are closely related to fuel/gas diffusions in the anode and cathode electrodes. Since multispecies transports are involved in porous electrodes, multispecies Maxwell-Stefan's equation is employed to calculate gas species concentrations,
where ρ is the density of gas; ω i/j the mass fraction of gas species i/j; M j the molecular weight of gas species j; ‫ܯ‬ ൌ ∑ ‫ݔ‬ ୀଵ ‫ܯ‬ the average molecular weight; x j the molar fraction of gas species j; R i is the reaction source term for gas species i and is related to the electrochemical current density and reaction rates in equations (10), (11) , (13) , and (15); ‫ܦ‬ is the effective binary diffusion coefficients. To avoid the violation of gas species conservation, the average Bosanquet diffusion coefficient is employed 35 
here, ߝ and ߬ are porosity and tortuosity of electrode respectively; ‫ܦ‬ is the binary diffusion coefficient for a pair of gas species i and j 36 ; ‫ܦ‬ , is the Knudsen diffusion coefficient for gas species i 36 .
Solid mechanics
The governing equations of transport processes described above are used to determine oxygen vacancy concentration distributions in the PEN structure. To further determine chemical stress induced by non-uniform distribution of oxygen vacancy concentration, the coupling between oxygen vacancy concentration and solid mechanics is needed. It is assumed that the bulk volume of ionic conducting materials changes linearly with volumetric insertion and extraction of oxygen ions. Specifically the strain due to chemical expansion effect is represented as,
where ∆c is the variation of oxygen vacancy concentration, β is
Since this research is focused on the chemical stress in a button cell, thermal stress is neglected. Therefore, the total strain is composed of mechanical strain and chemical strain.
Under the assumption that the total strain is the superposition of mechanical strain and chemical strain, we have,
where ߝ represents the total strain components with i and j indicating the axis of the Cartesian coordinate system, ߪ is the corresponding stress components; E is Young's Modulus; ν is Poisson's ratio of the material; and ߪ ൌ ߪ ଵ ߪ ଶ ߪ ଷ . Rearranging equation (19), we may obtain the expression for stress components as,
In elasticity, the strain tensor is related to the displacement u by 37 ,
By neglecting the body forces, the equilibrium equation can be represented as,
Substituting equations (20) and (21) into equation (22), the displacement equation can be expressed as 38 ,
Combining equations (6), (7) , (16) , and (23), the chemical stress in a SOFC under multi-physicochemical processes can be determined.
Model setup, boundary conditions, and mechanical properties
The basic structure of SOFCs is a tri-layer assembly of PEN structure composed of anode electrode, electrolyte, and cathode electrode. The PEN structure should be strong enough to support mechanical loadings. This is usually achieved by using the thickest layer as the supporting layer. In the early stage of SOFC development, both cathode electrode layer and electrolyte layer have been employed as the supporting layer respectively 39 . To reduce ohmic loss and polarization loss, the anode-supported SOFCs have been widely used since then 40 . Without loss of generality, we consider an anode-supported button cell ( Fig.1a ) with La 0.6 Sr 0.4 Co 0.2 Fe 0.8 O 3-δ (LSCF) cathode, Ce 0.9 Gd 0.1 O 1.95-δ (GDC) electrolyte, and nickel/GDC composite anode. Due to the symmetrical feature, a 2-D axialsymmetrical domain is employed as the computational domain for 3-D button cell. The detailed dimensions are shown in Fig.1b . Since the considered button cell is relatively small, the isothermal condition is considered. Also because the chemical stress is the major concern in this research, the thermal stress is neglected.
Concentration boundary conditions
The defect concentration of conducting ceramic materials is determined at the stage when the materials are synthesized. The factors influencing defect concentration may include crystal structure and compositions. Once the material is applied for the device component, the defect concentration is also affected by operating conditions. In particular, the anode electrode is exposed to the atmosphere with extremely low oxygen partial pressure, which in turn significantly affects oxygen vacancy concentration on the anode surface. According to the Nernst equation 41 
Solving for ܲ ை మ,ೌ from equation (24), one may obtain,
where ‫ܭ‬ ൌ exp ሺ ି∆ீ బ ோ் ሻ is the equilibrium constant. Given the hydrogen and steam partial pressures in the anode, the corresponding oxygen partial pressure can be determined using equation (25) . Then the oxygen deficit at the anode surface can be determined using such an oxygen partial pressure. Accordingly the boundary condition of oxygen vacancy/electron concentration on the anode surface can be obtained.
The oxygen partial pressure in the cathode is in the order of 0.21 atm. In this condition, the nonstoichiometric defect reaction is less likely to happen. Therefor the electrolyte material GDC is treated as a perfect electrolyte material at electrolyte/cathode interface. The corresponding boundary condition of oxygen vacancy/electron concentration is determined by doping level only.
Other boundary conditions
The ionic flux at the cathode/electrolyte interface is determined by equation (12) . The electronic current leakage at the cathode/electrolyte interface is calculated by integrating surface reaction rate (equation (15)) over the surface of GDC phase in the anode. The humidified hydrogen is used as the fuel with the composition of H 2 :H 2 O:N 2 = 0.96:0.03:0.01. The cathode is exposed to ambient air with composition of O 2 :H 2 O:N 2 = 0.21:0.03:0.76. The equilibrium potential difference of the cathode and anode are determined from experiments, i.e., ∆߶ , ൌ 0.82ܸ and ∆߶ , ൌ 0ܸ. The boundary conditions for the solid mechanics are illustrated in Fig.1b . The surface center of the anode is point-fixed so that the chemical stress distribution in the cell will not be affected by mechanical constraints. The boundary conditions are concisely summarized in Table 1 . 
Mechanical property of materials
The anode electrode is a composite porous structure composed of nickel and GDC as well as void phase. The mechanical property of the composite of nickel and GDC is first determined; then the void phase effect is taken into account. Using the composite sphere method 42 and treating the inclusion material as the phase 1, the bulk moduli of a composite material can be represented as,
where the K is the bulk modulus of the material; V is the volume fraction of a material phase in the composite; the subscripts "1" and "2" refer to the two material phases. By switching the role of phase 1 and phase 2 in equation (26) and treating the phase 2 as the inclusion material, we may obtain another bulk moduli ‫ܭ‬ ,ଵ,ଶ തതതതതതതതതതതത . The practical bulk moduli of the composite will be between ‫ܭ‬ ,ଶ,ଵ തതതതതതതതതതതത and ‫ܭ‬ ,ଵ,ଶ തതതതതതതതതതതത . In this research, the average bulk modulus is utilized. The corresponding Young's Modulus of the composite can be represented as,
When the void phase is taken into account, the effective elastic moduli of porous anode can be expressed as 42, 43 ,
here ε is the porosity of the composite; subscript 0 stands for the properties of the dense composite. The oxygen partial pressure affects oxygen deficits of electrolyte GDC. The oxygen non-stoichiometry in turn strongly influences the mechanical property of GDC. To take this effect into account, the elastic modulus of GDC is expressed as the function of oxygen partial pressure 43 , ‫ܧ‬ ீ ൌ 255.9 ൈ 10 ଽ 3.31 ൈ 10 ିହ ൫െ݈‫݃‬ ଵ ‫‬ ை మ ൯ ଵଵ.ଵଵ (29) here the unit of oxygen partial pressure ‫‬ ை మ is Pa. Other mechanical properties of involved materials are listed in Table  2 . 44 1.92×10 -6 /4.95×10 -6 (m 3 /mol) Uniaxial tensile strength σf, GDC/LSCF, [45] [46] [47] 250/180(MPa)
Numerical solution and model validation
Combining equations (6), (7) , (16) , and (23), we may solve for defect concentration ܿ , electrical potential ߶, mass fraction of gas species ߱ , and displacement u, as well as their derivatives. Then the chemical stress distribution in the PEN structure can be calculated. The mathematical model is solved using commercial software package of COMSOL Multiphysics 4.1a.
The model parameters are listed in Tables 3. The boundary  conditions are summarized in Table 1 . The computational domain was discretized and refined until the mesh-independent solution was obtained. This mesh then was used to obtain the numerical solution. The COMSOL solver (UMFPACK) was utilized to solve the discretized equations. The general coefficient form PDEs were used to implement the charge transport in the electrodes and electrolyte, and the mass transport in porous electrodes. The solid mechanics module was employed to calculate the displacements and their derivatives. Model validation is an important step towards further high fidelity numerical analysis. In principle, the model predictions should be able to match experimental results under identical operating conditions, including a variety of parameter distributions, polarization performance. However, it is very difficult for present techniques to measure reactants/products distribution, oxygen vacancy distribution, and stress distribution within an SOFC. Therefore, the measurable polarization performance was used to validate the model. The purpose of this validation is to examine the numerical code and determine the unknown model parameters as indicated in Table  3 . For a specified cell voltage at the cathode electrode boundary, the corresponding species distributions and average cell current density were calculated. The cell polarization curve then was obtained by specifying a series of cell voltages and calculating the corresponding average cell current densities. The parameters denoted with "*" in Table 3 were adjusted so that the polarization curves predicted by the model can match with experimental results under identical operating conditions. As shown in Fig. 2 , the model predictions match the experimental data reasonably well. The validated model is utilized for further numerical simulations.
Results and discussion
In the following sections, the chemical stress induced by chemical-mechanical coupling in the considered button cell is systematically studied. Upon the chemical stress calculation, the failure probability is analyzed using Weibull theory and elastic energy.
Distributions of oxygen vacancy site fraction and chemical stress in the cell
In this section, the distribution of oxygen vacancy site fraction in the PEN structure is studied. The operating voltage of the cell is set at 0.4V as an example, the rest of the operating conditions are listed in Table 3 . As shown in Fig.3a , the oxygen vacancy site fraction decreases from the anode surface towards the anode/electrolyte interface. The regime with high oxygen vacancy site fraction shows relatively large area towards the circumference of the button cell. Since humidified hydrogen is supplied to the anode, the anode is surrounded by the atmosphere with low oxygen partial pressure. Therefore the lattice oxygen would release from GDC to maintain an equilibrium and oxygen vacancy site fraction increases. On the other hand, the oxygen ions transported from the cathode side would fill in some vacancy sites in the anode. Simulation results indicate that the ionic current density in the central area of the button cell is stronger than that in the circumference area. The combinational effects of low oxygen partial pressure and ionic current density lead to non-uniform distribution of oxygen vacancy site fraction.
The profile of oxygen vacancy site fraction in LSCF phase is shown in Fig.3b . The two regions are obtained by enlarging the locations at the center and edge of the cathode respectively because the cathode is very thin. Obviously, the oxygen vacancy site fraction shows relatively uniform distribution from the cathode surface towards the cathode/electrolyte interface and maintains at a low fraction of about 0.01. Approaching the cathode/electrolyte interface, the oxygen vacancy site fraction shows a significant increase, and reaches the maximum value of 0.049 or equivalently 1485.5 mol/m 3 at the cathode/electrolyte interface adjacent to the circumference of the cathode electrode. It is approximately six times higher than the vacancy site fraction (0.0066) on the surface of the cathode. The abrupt change might be attributed to the combinational effect of two factors. One is that the continuum condition of ionic hopping process has to be maintained at the cathode/electrolyte interface, i.e., the oxygen released from the LSCF should be equal to the oxygen gained by the GDC at the interface. However, the conductivity and the initial oxygen vacancy concentration of LSCF cathode are different from those of GDC. In order to maintain the continuum, the oxygen vacancy site fraction near the cathode/electrolyte interface has to be different from the rest regime within the cathode.
Under the mechanical constraint of point-fixed at the anode surface center (Fig.1b) , the corresponding chemical stress distribution is shown in Fig.4 . Here the magnitude of chemical stress is represented with different colours while the direction is indicated by arrows. The first principal stress is shown in Fig.4a and the third principal stress is shown in Fig.4b . Since the thickness of the cathode and electrolyte is very thin compared to the anode substrate, the stress distributions at the center and the circumference of the cathode as well as the circumference of the electrolyte are enlarged in order to clearly observe the details of the stress distributions. As can be seen from Fig.4a , the first principal stress is relatively uniform. There is a stress concentration area near the intersection point between the cathode circumference and the electrolyte. The maximum first principal stress in the cathode is about 106 MPa while that in the electrolyte is around 142 MPa, which is less than the uniaxial tensile strength of the LSCF (180MPa) and GDC (250 MPa) respectively. The maximum first principal stress in the anode domain is about 15 MPa.
The distribution of third principal stress is shown in Fig.4b . Relatively uniform distribution can be observed except for the cathode/electrolyte interface, where high compressive stress takes place. The maximum third principal stress is -671 MPa in the cathode domain, -530 MPa in the electrolyte domain, and -16MPa in the anode domain.
The profile of oxygen vacancy site fraction in Fig.3 clearly shows that oxygen vacancy concentration of LSCF phase at the cathode/electrolyte interface is relatively high, the GDC phase in the bottom part of the anode also shows relatively high oxygen vacancy concentration. The high oxygen vacancy concentration would lead to large volume expansion of bulk materials. However, the large volume expansions in these two locations are constrained by PEN structure assembly, resulting in complicated chemical stress distribution in Fig.4 .
Deformation and chemical stress of the cell under different mechanical constraints
The non-uniform distribution of oxygen vacancy fraction leads to different chemical expansions in different locations. Depending on specific mechanical constraints, the cell may have different deformations. In this section, the cell deformations are studied under the cell voltage of 0.4V and three different mechanical constraints (Fig. 5 ).
The three typical mechanical constraints are schematically illustrated in Fig.5 , which is originated from Atkinson 24 . The mechanical constraint in Fig.5a could occur in a single cell test, in which the sealing material around the edge of supporting anode or current collector has little effect on the deformation of the cell. This mechanical constraint is denoted as point-fixed at the anode surface center. The mechanical constraint in Fig.5b could take place when a single cell is assembled into a stack. In this situation, the deformation of the cell is almost fully restricted. We denote this mechanical constraint as the fixed. The mechanical constraint in Fig.5c could be the case, where a single cell is embedded into a stack but the friction force at the anode surface is not strong enough to restrict the deformation of the cell in radial direction. This mechanical constraint is called as roller-supported. Fig.6 shows the chemical strain distribution and deformation of the cell. For the mechanical constraint of (a), the regime near the anode circumference and surface has relatively large chemical strain, which cause the cell to bend upwards (Fig.6a ). When the anode surface is mechanically fixed (b), the deformation is shown in Fig.6b . Obviously the volume of the cell is expanded towards the z-direction and circumference. The regime of circumference shows very high chemical strains. With the mechanical constraint of (c), the volume of the cell expands in r-direction. One may see the fact that the stronger mechanical constraint leads to smaller chemical strains.
The corresponding chemical stress distributions are shown in Fig.7 . Here the horizontal-axis is defined from the center of the anode surface towards the center of the cathode surface along z-direction, in which 0 µm ~700 µm is the anode domain, 700 µm ~710 µm is the electrolyte domain, and the cathode domain is beyond 710 µm. The vertical-axis is the first principal stress (Fig.7a ) and the third principal stress (Fig.7b) respectively. With the mechanical constraint of (a), the maximum first principal stress reaches 15MPa in the anode domain, the maximum third principal stress reaches -177MPa at the electrolyte/cathode interface. When the anode surface is fully fixed (constraint (b)), the first principal stress is relatively low and reaches the maximum value of 10 MPa in the anode domain. The third principal stress shows significant variations along the axial-symmetrical line. Near the anode surface, the third principal stress reaches -118 MPa and decreases towards the electrolyte. At the electrolyte/cathode interface, it shows an abruptly increases and reaches -174 MPa and then rapidly decreases to a relatively low value in the cathode domain. Under the mechanical constraint of (c), the first principal stress gradually increases from the middle point of the anode towards the electrolyte, and has an abrupt increase from 46 MPa to 139 MPa at the anode/electrolyte interface. At the electrolyte/cathode interface, the first principal stress shows an abrupt decrease from 139 MPa to -11 MPa. Beyond the electrolyte/cathode interface, the first principal stress increases and reaches to 35 MPa in the cathode. The corresponding third principal stress shows a large compressive value of -71 MPa near the anode surface and gradually decreases to 0 MPa in the rest of the anode domain and the electrolyte. The third principal stress suddenly increases to -160 MPa at the electrolyte/cathode interface and then gradually reduces to 0 MPa in the cathode. Obviously the mechanical constraints have significant effects on chemical stress distribution. In above three cases, the electrolyte/cathode interface shows an abrupt change of the third principal stress with relatively high magnitude.
The stress extremes in each domain under three mechanical constraints are summarized in Table 4 . For the point-fixed case (a), the maximum tensile stress (106.5 MPa) occurs in the cathode and the maximum compressive stress (-671 MPa) also occurs in the cathode. For the roller constraint case, the maximum tensile stress (310.7 MPa) takes place in the electrolyte while the maximum compressive stress (-364.2 MPa) takes place in the cathode. When the anode surface is fixed, the maximum tensile stress (154.4 MPa) is generated in the electrolyte while the maximum compressive stress (-1372.5 MPa) is generated in the anode. Obviously the fully relaxed mechanical boundary condition may facilitate to reduce the maximum chemical stress generated in the cell. According to above numerical results, one can see that the chemical stress in a single cell is attributed to two factors. One is the volumetric expansions of bulk materials induced by nonuniform oxygen vacancy concentration distribution; another one is mechanical constraint applied on the cell. To highlight the chemical stress induced by non-uniform oxygen vacancy concentration distribution while minimizing the effect of mechanical constraints, the point-fixed constraint (Fig5a) is employed throughout the paper unless otherwise indicated.
Chemical stress under different operating conditions
The oxygen vacancy concentration distribution in SOFCs is determined by operating conditions and involved multiphysicochemical processes. Accordingly the chemical stress occurred in the PEN structure is also significantly affected by these conditions. In this section, the chemical stress under different operating conditions is systematically studied.
Cell potential effect on chemical stress
Shown in Fig.8a and Fig.8b are the oxygen vacancy site fraction distributions along the axial-symmetrical line of the cell. Obviously the oxygen vacancy site fraction decreases from the anode surface towards the electrolyte. Similar trend can be observed from the electrolyte/cathode interface towards the cathode surface. It is known that oxygen is incorporated into the LSCF matrix at the cathode electrode and transported towards the anode electrode through the electrolyte. At the anode electrode, the mobile oxygen ions in the vacancies at the GDC surface are released through electrochemical reactions; the lattice oxygen in the GDC anode could also get lost due to low oxygen partial pressure in the anode. Combining these factors together, it is not difficult to understand that the oxygen vacancy site fraction increases from the cathode towards the anode. It is interesting to note that the overall oxygen vacancy site fraction distribution in the anode-electrolyte regime increases with increasing the applied cell voltage, however, that in the cathode domain shows an opposite trend. When the applied cell voltage is high, the corresponding cell current is low. Accordingly the oxygen ionic current from the cathode to the anode is reduced. In other words, the number of mobile oxygen vacancies transported from the anode to the cathode is decreased. Therefore the oxygen vacancy site fraction increases in the anode but decreases in the cathode when the applied cell potential is increased.
The non-uniform oxygen vacancy site fraction distribution leads to the fact that different locations in PEN assembly have different volumetric chemical expansions. The strains induced by chemical expansion are also confined with one another within PEN structure assembly, resulting in complicated chemical stress distribution. As shown in Fig.8c , the first principal chemical stress shows two peak values, which are located within the anode electrode and at the cathode/electrolyte interface respectively. The third principal chemical stress shows a peak value at the electrolyte/cathode interface (Fig.8d ). Both the first and third principal stress increases with decreasing the applied cell voltage from 0.6V to 0.2V.
To systematically study the applied cell voltage effects, the maximum first and third principal stress in each layer of PEN assembly are plotted in Fig.9 . The solid line represents the maximum first principal stress while the dashed line denotes the maximum third principal stress. With increasing the applied cell voltage, the maximum first and third principal stresses in the electrolyte and cathode domains decrease, however, those in the anode domain shows negligible variations. It is interesting to note that the maximum first principal stress (tensile) in the electrolyte domain is greater than that in the cathode domain, while the maximum third principal stress (compressive stress) in the cathode domain is higher than that in the electrolyte domain. These observations indicate that the electrolyte tends to fail under tensile stress while the cathode tends to fail under compressive stress.
Effect of fuel composition
The fuel composition in the anode affects oxygen partial pressure, which in turn affects the oxygen vacancy boundary condition in the anode and oxygen vacancy site fraction distribution in the PEN assembly. Therefore the fuel composition would influence chemical stress occurred in SOFC. In this section, the fuel composition effect is studied. The applied cell voltage is set at 0.4V as an example. The hydrogen is used as the fuel with nitrogen as the balance gas in the anode. As shown in Fig.10 , with increasing the molar fraction of hydrogen from 0.76 to 0.96, the oxygen vacancy site fraction shows a slight increase in both the anode and cathode domains. Because of these slight variations, it is anticipated that the chemical stress variation will not be obvious. As shown in Fig.11 , with increasing molar fraction of hydrogen, the maximum first principal stress demonstrates a slight increase (solid lines), e.g., from 15MPa to 16MPa in the anode domain, from 133MPa to 142MPa in the electrolyte domain, and from 99MPa to 106MPa in the cathode domain. The maximum third principal stress also shows a slight increase (dashed lines), e.g., from -15MPa to -16MPa in the anode, from -499MPa to -530MPa in the electrolyte, and from -631MPa to -671MPa in the cathode respectively. Porous electrodes are composed of solid phase and void phase. The void phase in the electrodes affects not only reactant/product gas diffusion but also mechanical property, e.g., Young's modulus, effective chemical expansion coefficient. In this section, the effects of porosity and tortuosity of electrodes on chemical stress will be studied. The applied cell voltage is still set at 0.4V as an example.
Porous electrode effects on chemical stress

Porosity effects
To simplify numerical analysis, the porosity of anode electrode is assumed to be the same as that of cathode electrode. With increasing the porosity from 0.2 to 0.5, the oxygen vacancy site fraction shows a slight increase within the anode (150 µm -650 µm, Fig.12a ) and an obvious increase within the regime of 710 µm -715 µm in the cathode (Fig.12b ). This observation indicates that more mobile oxygen ions are transported from the cathode side to the anode side, generating more oxygen vacancy site fraction. The high porosity renders the fuel/gas diffusion easy and improves electrochemical reactions. The enhanced electrochemical reactions consume more oxygen ions in the anode electrode. Therefore more oxygen ions are transported from the cathode side to the anode, which is consistent with above observation. The corresponding chemical (first and third principal) stress distributions are shown in Fig.12c and d . With relative high porosity of 0.5, the first principal stress is pretty low. When the porosity is decreased from 0.5 to 0.2, the first principal stress in the anode domain shows the maximum value of -30MPa in the range of 0 -150 µm and then becomes a tensile state with the maximum value of 30MPa in the range of 160 µm -600 µm. Near the electrolyte/cathode interface, the first principal stress rapidly increases and reaches a peak value at the interface, and then gradually decreases to zero towards the cathode surface. The third principal stress (Fig.12d) shows relatively low values in the PEN assembly except for those at the electrolyte/cathode interface, where extremely high compressive stress occurs. With decreasing the porosity from 0.5 to 0.2, the peak value of the third principal stress increases from -100MPa to -225MPa at the interface. The high porosity could reduce the effective expansion coefficient and Young's modulus of electrodes. Therefore the stress in the PEN assembly can be mitigated by the high porosity. It is worth mentioning that the anode electrode is much thicker than the electrolyte and cathode in the anode-supported button cell. The anode plays a dominant role on affecting chemical stress distribution in the PEN assembly.
The more systematic results are shown in Fig.13 , where the left and right vertical axis represent the first and third principal stress extremes respectively in the anode, electrolyte, and cathode domains. With increasing the porosity from 0.2 to 0.5, the first principal stress extreme (solid line) decreases from 201MPa to 78MPa in the electrolyte, from 173MPa to 50MPa in the cathode, and from 38MPa to 5MPa in the anode. The third principal stress extreme reduces from -848MPa to -258MPa in the electrolyte, from -1068MPa to -331MPa in the cathode, and from -48MPa to -5MPa in the anode respectively. It is easy to observe that the maximum first principal stress extreme takes place in the electrolyte while the maximum third principal stress extreme occurs in the cathode.
Tortuosity effects
The tortuosity is an important parameter characterizing the porous electrode property for gas diffusion. Fig.14 shows the tortuosity effects on principal stress extremes in the PEN assembly. With increasing the tortuosity from 7 to 10, the first principal stress extreme decreases from 146MPa to 137MPa in the electrolyte, from 107MPa to 105MPa in the cathode, and 
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the stress in the anode exhibits a slight increase from 15MPa to 17MPa. Similarly the maximum third principal stress reduces from -540MPa to -521MPa in the electrolyte, from -680MPa to -662MPa in the cathode, and the stress in the anode slightly increases from -16.7MPa to -17.9MPa. Compared to the porosity effect, the tortuosity effect is negligible.
Anode thickness effect on chemical stress
In anode-supported SOFC designs, the anode electrode is relatively thick. Therefore the anode plays an important role on determining the deformation and chemical stress in the concerned button cells. In this section, the anode thickness is varied while the corresponding chemical stress is examined. The results are shown in Fig.15 . Since the thickness of anode is different in each case, the horizontal-axis is normalized in order to obtain convenient comparisons, e.g., anode domain: 0 -1, electrolyte domain: 1 -2, and cathode domain: 2 -3. With increasing the thickness of anode, the oxygen vacancy site fraction shows a slight decrease in the PEN assembly along the axial-symmetrical line ( Fig.15a and b) . The corresponding first principal stress demonstrates two peak values, which are located at the middle of anode and cathode/electrolyte interface respectively. The peak value increases with increasing the thickness of the anode (Fig.15c) . The third principal stress in the electrolyte domain increases with increasing the anode thickness (Fig.15d) . Interestingly, the third principal stress decreases at the electrolyte/cathode interface when the anode thickness is increased (Fig.15d) .
The more systematic results are shown in Fig. 16 . With increasing the anode thickness from 500 µm to 1000 µm, the first principal stress extreme (solid line) decreases from 160MPa to 123MPa in the electrolyte domain and from 116MPa to 96MPa in the cathode domain, but increases from 12MPa to 19MPa in the anode domain. The third principal stress extreme (dashed line) decreases from -553MPa to -505MPa in the electrolyte domain and from -709MPa to -630MPa in the cathode domain, but increases from -15MPa to -21MPa in the anode domain. Therefore high anode thickness in the anode-supported SOFCs favors decreasing the chemical stress in electrolyte and cathode domain.
Failure probability analysis with tensile chemical stress
Ceramics especially porous ceramics are brittle materials in nature and exhibit a statistical strength scatter due to preexisting cracks in bulk materials. To obtain high fidelity analysis under complicated chemical stress conditions, we need to consider both average material strength and the degree of strength scatter. This can be achieved by using Weibull failure analysis approach 51 . For a bulk material subject to a uniaxial tensile stress σ, the survival probability can be calculated as,
where V represents the volume of concerned bulk ceramics; the characteristic strength σ 0 denotes the stress level at which the survival probability is 36.8%; the m is the Weibull modulus controlling the degree of strength scatter, a large value of m indicates a small scatter while a low value of m corresponds to a large degree of scatter; the term V 0 is a reference volume linked to the characteristic strength σ 0 . As demonstrated above, each of component layers in the button cell is subjected to multi-axial chemical stresses. If we assume that the three principal stresses play independent role on fractural failure of the cell, the total survival probability for each layer of PEN structure assembly can be calculated as the product of the survival probability determined from each of the three principal stresses,
where j denotes the anode, electrolyte, or cathode layer; ݅ ൌ 1, 2, 3 represents three principal stresses. The failure probability then can be determined by subtracting the survival probability from 1. With the Weibull approach, the failure probability of the button cell will be studied under different operating conditions based on chemical stress calculations in previous sections. The properties of SOFC materials associated with Weibull analysis are listed in Table 5 . Fig.17 shows the logarithm of failure probability of anode, electrolyte, and cathode layers under different cell voltages and hydrogen molar fractions in the fuel. With increasing the cell voltage from 0.2V to 0.7V, the failure probability decreases from 10 -4.2 to 10 -8.3 for the electrolyte layer, from 10 -4 to 10 -8 for the anode layer, and 10 -4.4 to 10 -7.7 for the cathode layer ( Fig.17a ). While increasing the hydrogen molar fraction in the fuel from 0.76 to 0.96, the failure probability increases from 10 -5.6 to 10 -5.3 for the electrolyte layer, from 10 -5 to 10 -4.7 for the anode layer, and from 10 -5.4 to 10 -5.3 for the cathode layer (Fig.17b ). Therefore high cell operating voltage and low hydrogen content in the fuel may improve the reliability of button cell. However these may in turn decrease energy conversion efficiency of the cell. Fig.18 shows the effect of porous electrode property on failure probability. With increasing the porosity of electrodes from 0.2 to 0.5, the failure probability decreases approximately from 10 -4.5 to 10 -6.8 for the electrolyte and cathode, and from 10 -2.6 to 10 -7.7 for the anode (Fig.18a ). Below the porosity of 0.4, the anode is a vulnerable component; while above the porosity of 0.4, the electrolyte and cathode become vulnerable components. When the tortuosity of electrode is increased from 7 to 10, the failure probability decreases from 10 -5.3 to 10 -5.5 for the electrolyte and from 10 -5.2 to 10 -5.3 for the cathode, however, that of the anode increases from 10 -5 to 10 -4. 6 .
The thickness effect of each layer in PEN structure assembly on failure probability is shown in Fig.19 . Here the failure probability is calculated by varying the thickness of one layer while keeping the thickness of other two layers unchanged. With increasing the anode thickness from 500 µm to 900 µm (Fig.19a) , the failure probability decreases from 10 -5 to 10 -5.8 for the electrolyte and from 10 -5 to 10 -5.4 for the cathode; however this causes the increase of the anode failure probability from 10 -5.6 to 10 -4.2 . When the cathode increases from 10 µm to 30 µm, the failure probability of the anode, electrolyte, cathode layers shows negligible variation (Fig.19b) . Similarly the failure probability of each layer in the PEN structure assembly is not sensitive to the variation of the electrolyte thickness (Fig.19c) . Therefore, the anode thickness plays an important role on determining the failure probability in the anode-supported button cell.
Delamination failure analysis with elastic energy
The Weibull approach can only take the tensile stress into account and is not able to handle the compressive stress. In the anode-supported SOFCs, the electrolyte layer and cathode layer are very thin. The delamination failure at the cathode/electrolyte interface is one of the typical failure modes for SOFCs 24 . According to previous analysis, the cathode layer is subjected to compressive stress (the third principal stress) with significant magnitude. The compressive stress could contribute significantly to the elastic energy stored in the cathode layer, which in turn may have significant effect on delamination failure of the cathode/electrolyte interface. In this section, elastic energy stored in the thin cathode layer due to stress/strain is determined to analyze the delamination failure. Given the stress/strain generated in the cathode layer, the overall stored elastic energy can be calculated by,
here the ߪ and ߝ represent stress and strain respectively.
Since the cathode/electrolyte interface is the only boundary confining the deformation of the cathode, the total stored elastic energy in the cathode layer will play an important role on the delamination failure of the cathode/electrolyte interface. If the elastic energy is greater than the critical energy, the delamination would occur. Fig.20 shows the variations of elastic energy stored in the cathode layer under different operating conditions. As shown in Fig.20a , the operating voltage demonstrates significant effect on elastic energy of cathode layer: decreasing from 0.21 J/m 2 to 0.01 J/m 2 with increasing the voltage from 0.2V to 0.7V; the effect of hydrogen molar fraction is negligible. Fig.20b clearly indicates that the elastic energy is reduced from 0.36 J/m 2 to 0.02 J/m 2 when the porosity of electrodes increases from 0.2 to 0.5; the variation of electrode tortuosity doesn't lead to obvious change of elastic energy. Fig.20c shows the thickness effect of each layer. With increasing the anode thickness from 500 µm to 1000 µm, the elastic energy increases from 0.07 J/m 2 to 0.15 J/m 2 . When the cathode thickness increases from 10 µm to 35 µm, the elastic energy is increased from 0.1 J/m 2 to 0.14 J/m 2 . However, increasing the electrolyte thickness leads to the decrease of elastic energy from 0.12 J/m 2 to 0.07 J/m 2 . Therefore, relatively thinner anode and cathode, and thicker electrolyte can mitigate probability of delamination failure at the cathode/electrolyte interface in anode-supported SOFCs. Given the critical bonding energy of 4 J/m 2 at the cathode/electrolyte interface 24 , none of above cases can lead to the delamination failure at the cathode/electrolyte interface.
Conclusions
A comprehensive model is developed to study chemicalmechanical coupling phenomenon in an anode-supported SOFC. The model for the first time links oxygen ionic transport process with chemical stress generated in the PEN structure assembly of a button cell under multi-physicochemical operating conditions. This is an important module complementary to the state-of-the-art electrochemical-thermalmechanical modeling of SOFCs. The model is partially validated using the measured polarization performance, upon which systematic simulations are carried out. Results show that multi-physicochemical operating conditions lead to nonuniform distribution of oxygen vacancy site fraction in the PEN assembly. Different oxygen vacancy concentration causes different volumetric expansion of bulk material. Therefore chemical stress occurs in PEN assembly. The chemical stress distribution is also strongly dependent on mechanical constraints applied on the cell. Without mechanical constraint, the peak value of the first principal stress occurs within the anode electrode and at the cathode/electrolyte interface; the third principal stress shows a peak value at the cathode/electrolyte interface. The chemical stress particularly the peak values of the first and third principal stress can be mitigated by increasing the cell operating voltage (i.e. decreasing cell current). The hydrogen molar fraction in the fuel shows slight effect on chemical stress. The porosity of electrodes shows significant effects on chemical stress. Bigger porosity can significantly decrease the extremes of first and second principal stresses in PEN assembly. The effect of electrode tortuosity is negligible on chemical stress. Larger anode thickness in the anode-supported SOFCs increases the chemical stress in the anode electrode but favors decreasing the chemical stress in electrolyte and cathode domain. The Weibull analysis shows that high cell operating voltage and low hydrogen content in the fuel may mitigate failure probability of PEN assembly. With relatively low electrode porosity, the anode electrode is a vulnerable component in the anodesupported button cell; with relatively high electrode porosity, the electrolyte and cathode layer become vulnerable components. Large anode thickness can mitigate failure probability of electrolyte and cathode layer but increase anode failure probability. The failure probability is not sensitive to the thickness variations of electrolyte and cathode layers. Relatively thinner anode and cathode, and thicker electrolyte as well as high operating cell voltage can reduce the elastic energy stored in the cathode layer and therefore mitigate the probability of delamination failure at the cathode/electrolyte interface in anode-supported SOFCs. 
